Preserved anterograde and remote memory in drug-responsive temporal lobe epileptic patients.
To investigate cognition, particularly anterograde and remote memory, in patients suffering from unilateral drug-responsive mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) patients and to compare their performance with that observed in drug-resistant mTLE patients. Sixteen drug-responsive mTLE patients, with only infrequent seizures in their lifetime, were matched for demographic and clinical variables to 18 patients suffering from drug-resistant unilateral mTLE. A comprehensive neuropsychological examination, including baseline, anterograde memory tasks, and a large range of remote memory tests was carried out. Patients with drug-responsive epilepsy obtained average scores on every anterograde memory test. Although in general, they obtained lower scores than the healthy controls on remote memory tests, the differences failed to reach significance. Moreover, the drug-responsive group performed significantly better than the drug-resistant group on anterograde recall tests and an episodic autobiographical memory test. Performance was not significantly different between the patient groups in personal semantics or memory for public events. Our results show that a mild clinical course of mTLE with no cognitive deficits can occur notwithstanding hippocampal sclerosis. The differences in cognitive function between the two groups are likely due to distinct pathophysiology of the underlying cause of epilepsy. Drug-resistant seizures and cognitive deficits may be the consequence of a more severe underlying cerebral process. Better understanding of the variety of pathogenesis of mTLE could help to answer this open question.